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		DIVE SITES IN THE MEDES ISLANDS NATURAL PARK

		                
                                                
                                        
                        El Salpatxot / Guix

                        
                            Salpatxot is a dive situated in the "Meda Grande", protected from the south wind and with a depth range of 5 to 25m. Its ideal for relaxing dives between very large rocks covered in grogonias. A photographers paradise! We will be able to finish our...                        
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                        Cueva de La Reina

                        
                                Cueva de La Reina is a dive site ideal for beginners, but experienced divers also get their money's worth here. 
Contrary to what the name suggests, there are no caves here, but this is a rock formation with a minimum depth of 1 meter and a...                        
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                        Pedra de Déu

                        
                            This dive site is placed in the North of the Medes Islands, where we will find a pinnacle covered with lovely yellow gorgonias that goes down until 20 meters. If the conditions of visibility are good, we will see wonderful conyons full of gorgonias...                        
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                        L'embarcador del Francès

                        
                                L'embarcador del Francès is a dive site of the protected marine reserve of the "Illes Medes". It is located on the north coast of Meda Gran, the large island of the Medes Islands archipelago. This site is suitable for both beginners and more...                        
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                        Pota de Llop

                        
                            Similar to dive site Pedra de Deu, offers this dive site drop-offs that often go to over 40 m, and thus about the appropriate limits of recreational diving. The beauty of the dive site can be recognizing by the great sea fans, sponges, coral and fish...                        
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                        Sant Istiu

                        
                            
This dive site is located at the south of Meda Petita, in between the Dolphin Cave and Ferranelles. This dive site is suitable for all levels of divers. With a maximum depth of 20 meters you can observe octopuses, groupers, … and many other species....                        
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                        La Vaca

                        
                            This dive site is located on the "Mede Grande" sheltered from the northern wind. This point on the island comprises of one main tunnel and many smaller ones branching off, with the light filling these caves, La Vaca is the perfect canvas for a...                        
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                        Dofí Nord

                        
                            The dive is situated to the north of "Meda Pequena" with endless possibilities for enjoying the marine life you can find here. One of the options is to pass through the cave, the entrance of which you can find at 5m, to dive "Dolphin south". Another...                        
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                        Dofí Sud

                        
                            The dive is situated in the south of "Meda Pequena". It is best known for its caves which cut through from one side of the island to the other. The depth varies from 5-27m. The statue of the dolphin placed at 12m marks the entrance of a spectacular...                        
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                        Carall Bernat

                        
                            Carall Bernat is the most southern dive site in the archipelago of the Medes Islands. As we circumnavigate the island at this dive, we find large groupers accompany us and there are just curious. On the drop-offs covered with rich gorgonians, where...                        
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                        Tascó Petit

                        
                            This dive site is characterized by two islands, Tasco gros and petit Tasco with a channel separating them. The channel has a maximum depth of 5 meters; where we can find the entire biodiversity of the reserve of the Medes Islands. On the south side of...                        
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                        Tascó Gros

                        
                            This dive site is characterized by two islands, Tasco gros and petit Tasco with a channel separating them. The channel has a maximum depth of 5 meters; where we can find the entire biodiversity of the reserve of the Medes Islands. On the south side of...                        
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                        Les Ferranelles

                        
                            Ferranelles is one of the smallest islands in the marine reserve. The depth ranges from 10-35m and there are many ways for a diver to enjoy this authentic aquarium. One option is to descend along the sea bed to 18m in the direction of "Tascons" where...                        
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		DIVE SITES IN THE NATURAL PARK OF THE MONTGRI COAST

		                
                                                
                                        
                        Cala Callela

                        
                                Cala Calella is located on the Montgrí coast, very close to Estartit, on the south side of Punta Salines. It is a divesite that adapts to all levels, offering dives between 6 and 30 meters deep where it abounds all kind of species from the...                        
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                        Arcs del Duï

                        
                                The Arcs del Duï are located between the Gulf of Negre del Falaguer and the Illa del Duï. It is a coral area where we find arches at a depth between 12 and 20 meters and the life of the Costa del Montgrí.                        
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                        Les Salines

                        
                            A dive on the Montgri coast some 5 to 10 minutes sail from the port of L'Estartit and protected from south-east wind ( Garbi ). This area is suitable for all levels of diving with depths between 4 and 30 metres, where we will find walls and large...                        
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                        Negre del Falaguer

                        
                            A nice dive on the Montgri coast some 10 minutes sail from the port of LÈstartit and protected from Tramuntana. The area is suitable for all levels of experience with depths ranging from 4 to 27 metres. Below the boat we will find a depth of 8 metres,...                        
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                        El Rossinyol

                        
                            El Rossinyol offers an easygoing diving trip on the Costa Brava. We go down along the buoy to some 20 m depth where we start our dive. The sandy bottom and huge rock formations provide lots of sea life that can be discovered. During our dive trip we...                        
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                        La Pedrosa

                        
                            A dive on the Montgri coast some 15 minutes sail from the port of L'Estartit. Here we find a little island very close to the coast from which we moor in order to do the dive. A tunnel crosses the island from one side to the other. Its entrance is at...                        
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                        La Ferriola

                        
                            After an approximately 25-minute boat ride, we moored between two small islands. One of them is the island Ferriola. Our main attention mark during the dive will revolve around this island. Under it is a beautifully overgrown tunnel. The entrance is...                        
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            E-17258 l'Estartit (Girona)
            Costa Brava - Espanya
            Tel. +34 972 75 17 68
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